EXAMPLE MARIE TALENT PASSPORT

WHAT MAKES MARIE UNIQUE?
ASSESSED BY RED BULL WINGFINDER

Top strength:

Top strength:

Top strength:

VERY SUPPORTIVE

She succeeds through

Marie considers the opinions of other people before her
own. Her focus and desire is to do good for others.

– her focus on the bigger picture
– her regard for others
– being someone others can trust

HIGHLY SOCIABLE

She succeeds through

Meeting people comes naturally to Marie. She is happy to
be the centre of attention, even talking to groups of
strangers.

– her sociability
– building networks and relationships
– her enthusiasm

VERY BALANCED

She succeeds through

Marie is calm and positive, even under pressure. She
doesn't worry about things and doesn't get stressed.

– her resilience to stress
– staying upbeat
– keeping a cool head

Is naturally
supportive of
colleagues

Can be too
influenced by others'
needs

Thrives on meeting
new people

Can find it hard to
work alone

Stays calm when
stress levels rise

May not realise
when others are
stressed

These strengths help explain the way Marie works with other people – her CONNECTIONS
The CONNECTIONS result measures how Marie manages relationships and how well she works independently. Marie enjoys being
at a stage in her career where she is helping other people, establishing connections and growing a network.

Top strength:

HIGHLY ADAPTABLE

She succeeds through

Marie prefers not to be bound by rules and routines.
Because she is constantly coming up with new ways of
looking at things, she appreciates freedom and flexibility.

– her ability to adjust to change
– her willingness to try new things
– her flexible thinking

Responds well to
new environments

This strength is part of Marie’s CREATIVITY result
Marie's CREATIVITY result measures how original and innovative her thinking is, or how logical and analytical it is. She is openminded, enjoys novelty and change, and is often coming up with new and interesting ideas.

Can take on too
many tasks at once

